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ABSTRACT The spatial difference between urban and rural areas is the direct result of urban-rural relations.
Accurate identification of urban-rural area is helpful to judge the urban-rural mechanism and promote the
integration development of urban-rural area. Previous studies only used single nighttime light (NTL) data
to identify urban and rural areas, which is likely to have an impact on the identification results due to the
large brightness difference of lights. Therefore, based on NTL data and combine with data level fusion
algorithm, this study separately fuses point of interest (POI) data that representing the quantity distribution of
urban infrastructure and Baidu migration big (BM)data that representing the change relationship of regional
population mobility to identify urban and rural areas by using deep learning method. The results show that
the highest accuracy of urban-rural spatial identification with single NTL data is 84.32% and kappa is 0.6952,
while the highest accuracy identified by data fusion is 95.02% and kappa is 0.8259. It can be seen that the
differences caused by light brightness are effectively corrected after data fusion, which greatly improves
the accuracy of urban and rural spatial identification. By comparing the results of NTL data modified by
different big data, this study analyzes and identifies the accuracy of urban and rural area by using deep
learning method, which not only enriches the study of data fusion in urban area, but also provides a basis
for analyzing regional urban-rural relations and urban-rural development. Therefore, this study is believed
to have important practical value for the coordinated development of urban and rural areas.

17 INDEX TERMS Urban-rural difference, POI, night light, BM data, Zhengzhou.

I. INTRODUCTION18

With the acceleration of urbanization, more and more pop-19

ulation, especially rural population swarm into urban area,20

resulting in the disordered expansion of cities [1], then tradi-21

tional urban-rural boundary is becoming too vague to express22

the regional differences between urban and rural areas [2],23

[3], [4]. On the other hand, rural area has many impor-24

tant functions that cannot be replaced by urban area [5],25

including but not limited to agricultural production and26

environmental protection [6], [7]. The blind expansion of27

urban area means the massive encroachment and impaired28

function of rural area, which could undoubtedly affect the29

sustainable development of urban area [8], [9]. With the30

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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proposal and intensively promotion of strategy for rural 31

revitalization and strategy for urban finer governance, the 32

importance of rural area is becoming more and more obvi- 33

ous. While the accurate identification of urban-rural area is 34

the chief precise to achieve the finer governance of urban 35

area [10], [11]. 36

The accurate identification of urban-rural area means 37

the accurate distinguishment of urban-rural differences, 38

which would greatly contribute to the formulation of 39

demand-oriented policy of different areas [12], so that to 40

limit the disordered expansion of urban area and protect the 41

rural area and finally achieve the harmonious development 42

of both urban and rural area [13], [14]. However, current 43

studies on the identification of urban-rural area mainly use 44

indicators including the area of urban built-up area, the popu- 45

lation size of urban and rural population, and the industrial 46
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distribution to distinguish the urban-rural area [15], [16],47

[17], which resulting in the identified area pays more atten-48

tion to entity form without considering the development49

difference between urban rural area. Additionally, with the50

promotion of urban-rural integration strategy and coordinated51

development between regions strategy, more and more rural52

area is sharing same spatial characteristics with urban area,53

which makes the urban-rural boundary even more vague [18],54

[19]. Therefore, the accurate identification of urban-rural55

spatial difference is of great practical significance to the56

harmonious development of both urban area and rural area.57

As one kind of remote-sensing data. Nighttime light (NTL)58

data could express the spatial distribution of population59

and development status of infrastructures by capturing the60

nighttime light brightness generated by human activity and61

infrastructures [20], [21]. Therefore, NTL data is widely used62

in studies on the analysis of human activities and on the esti-63

mation of socio-economic indicators [22], [23]. Using NTL64

data, scholars has successfully identified urban built-up area65

and observed human activities among different cities in years66

[24], [25], which all benefits to the obtaining of the difference67

of human activities in different period [26]. Besides, schol-68

ars have also analyzed the internal spatial structure within69

urban area [27], including the identification of urban center70

and delineation of urban boundary by using NTL data [28],71

[29]. Additionally, the development status of different cities72

in different period has also been successfully comparative73

analyzed by using NTL data [30], [31]. However, on the74

other hand, there is an oversaturation problem in the practical75

application of NTL data in urban space [32], [33]. Therefore,76

in order to improve the heterogeneity of urban interior space,77

researchers often use normalized difference vegetation index78

(NDVI) to correct the oversaturation of nighttime light [34],79

[35]. However, in some cities with rapid urbanization process,80

vegetation in the saturated area generally does not change81

significantly in a short period of time [36], and such methods82

rarely take the interference of human activity intensity and83

other factors into account [37], [38]. Therefore, this study84

uses the composite index of vegetation and human activity to85

modify NTL data, taking into account the impact of human86

activity intensity while improving the spatial heterogeneity87

within the city.88

In October 2018, Wuhan University launched the89

Luojia-01 experimental satellite, which began to provide90

high-resolution nighttime light data with a spatial resolution91

of 130 meters. The great improvement in spatial resolution of92

the Luojia-01 data makes it possible to evaluate the urban93

internal spatial structure in a fine way [39]. Additionally,94

the higher spatial resolution makes the urban internal spatial95

structure reflected by the Luojia-01 more complete. There-96

fore, it can be concluded that Luojia-01 data have changed97

the study emphasis of NTL data from focusing on urban98

agglomerations andmetropolitan areas to focusing on a single99

city [40], [41]. However, although NTL data could relatively100

represent the urban internal structure, there is a light spill101

phenomenon [42], [43], which means that the areas with 102

nighttime light are larger than actual urban areas [44], [45]. 103

Therefore, studies that aim to improve the extraction accuracy 104

of NTL data have been conducted [46]. 105

Compared with traditional data, big data not only has the 106

advantages of wider sampling range and faster collection 107

speed [47], but it has also been found that there is a strong 108

perceived fit between big data and the urban internal structure 109

[48], [49]. At present, there are three kinds of spatial location 110

big data that are widely used in studies related to urban space, 111

including POI data [50], cellular signaling data and popula- 112

tion migration data [51], [52]. Among which, POI data are a 113

dataset where different urban entities are extracted in virtual 114

geographical space, with which urban functions with differ- 115

ent attributes can be represented by the construction of POI 116

data [53], [54]. POI data is used to delineate urban boundary 117

and to identify urban centers with different functions [55]. 118

As for BM data, it can reflect the population flow in different 119

regions by reflecting the degree of population agglomeration 120

in specific period on the map [56]. Additionally, this study 121

analyzes the spatial vitality of different regions through the 122

population heat provided by BM data [57]. Therefore, it can 123

be concluded that there is a strong relevance between POI 124

data and NTL data in urban-related studies. Therefore, POI 125

data and NTL data have been fused by researchers in the hope 126

of obtaining a better observation effect on urban space after 127

data fusion [58]. 128

Although there is a significant difference among infor- 129

mation provided by different data, it is becoming increas- 130

ingly harder for single-source data to accurately represent the 131

complex information within urban cities, so it has become 132

increasingly popular to use different source data to modify 133

NTL data to perform studies related to urban cities [59]. 134

Data fusion refers to the fusion of multiband information 135

from the same sensor and refers to the fusion of different 136

types of sensors to remove the redundancy and contradiction 137

that might exist among different sensors, hoping to perfect 138

the timeliness and reliability of remote sensing information 139

extraction to obtain a more defined, more secure, and more 140

reliable estimation and judgment than single-source data 141

[60], [61]. In order to identify urban and rural area more 142

accurately, this study attempts to fuse POI data, BM data 143

and NTL data through deep learning method, to make up 144

for the deficiency of single-source data. Then the results 145

of different data compensating for NTL data are verified. 146

Finally, feasible methods and paths for urban and rural spatial 147

identification are proposed. By accurately identifying urban 148

and rural space, this study enriched the theoretical study on 149

urban and rural differences on the one hand. On the other 150

hand, it is also believed that the accurate identification of 151

urban and rural space area would undoubtedly contribute 152

to the accurate judgment of urban-rural differences, thus 153

providing a theoretical foundation for regional governance 154

and policy-making regarding the harmonious urban-rural 155

development. 156
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS157

A. STUDY AREA158

The study area is located in themain urban area of Zhengzhou159

City, Henan Province, China, including Jinshui District,160

Zhongyuan District, Guancheng District, Erqi District,161

Huiji District, Shangjie District and Xingyang City. As the162

core area of Zhengzhou, the urbanization process of the163

main urban area of Zhengzhou has accelerated significantly164

in recent years. By the end of 2020, the urbanization rate165

of the main urban area of Zhengzhou is 78.40%, ranking166

first in Central China. The rapid urban modernization has167

intensified the expansion of urban space in the main urban168

area of Zhengzhou, constantly occupying rural space, and169

highlighted the contradiction between urban and rural areas,170

which makes the case study of Zhengzhou representative171

[62]. This study identifies the urban-rural spatial area of the172

main urban area of Zhengzhou, helps to understand the cur-173

rent situation of urban-rural development, and provides fea-174

sible suggestions for the healthy development of urban-rural175

integration in Zhengzhou.176

FIGURE 1. Study area.

B. STUDY DATA177

The study data used in this study are mainly NDVI data,178

Luojia-01 NTL data, POI data and BM data.179

The NDVI data are obtained from MODIS with a spatial180

resolution of 250m and a temporal resolution of 16d. The181

average NDVI data of 2020 can be obtained by averag-182

ing the acquired images. Luojia-01 data, provided by the183

Luojia-01 experimental satellite, can be downloaded for free184

at http://59.175.109.173:8888/Index.html. Compared with185

DMSP/OLS and NPP/VIIRS NTL data, Luojia-01 NTL data186

have a resolution of 130 m and a width of 20 km, which187

enable Luojia-01 NTL data to be more perfect in spatial scale188

analysis. Additionally, the finer numeric features of NTL189

data greatly improve its extraction ac-curacy within urban190

space. The NTL data of Zhengzhou from October 2018 to191

October 2021 were obtained for this study after accessing192

the website mentioned above, and the preprocessing figure193

of Zhengzhou NTL data (Figure 2) was obtained after con-194

ducting radiation correction and monthly average processing195

on all the obtained NTL data.196

FIGURE 2. Preprocessing result of NTL data in Zhengzhou main urban
area.

POI data refer to the point dataset in a networking elec- 197

tronic map, which consists of four attributes: name, address, 198

coordinate and category [31]. At present, numerous map 199

companies, such as Baidu Maps, Amap and QQ Maps, have 200

provided developers with API (application programming 201

interface) access services, which allow users to sense all 202

kinds of reasonable data. By accessing the API provided by 203

Baidu maps (www.baidumap.com), this study sourced POI 204

data from Zhengzhou in December 2021, and the category 205

and quantity of POI data were 22 and 623,354, respectively. 206

After screening, duplicate checking, filtering and cleaning all 207

the obtained POI data, the category and quantity were 16 and 208

385,632, respectively. The quantity and spatial distribution of 209

POI data in Zhengzhou are shown in Figure 3. 210

FIGURE 3. The quantity and spatial distribution of POI data in Zhengzhou
main urban area.

BMdata can directly represent the spatial distribution, den- 211

sity, and variation trend of regional population by represent- 212

ing the color depth and brightness of the data, so as to reflect 213

the important data source of regional population change. 214

Since BM data correspond to different spatial resolutions 215

according to different levels, the 130m spatial resolutions 216

of POI data and NTL data are considered in this study. 217

The migration data from January to December 2020 were 218

obtained by accessing Baidu Map API. After average pro- 219

cessing of the obtained data, the population heat distribution 220

in the main urban area of Zhengzhou is obtained, as shown 221

in Figure 4. 222
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FIGURE 4. BM data of the main urban area in Zhengzhou.

C. STUDY METHODS223

1) COMPOUND EXPONENTIAL MODEL ADJUSTED224

NIGHTTIME LIGHTS INDEX225

As a spatial domain weighted fusion algorithm, the image226

fusion technology of PCA is to remove the redundant227

information in the source image by the principal compo-228

nent decomposition method to obtain the principal compo-229

nent components and the corresponding eigenvalues of each230

source image, and then determine the corresponding weight-231

ing coefficients, and finally obtain the fused image [56], [57],232

[58]. This method outperforms other non-multiscale fusion233

methods. As the NTL data value gradually decreases from234

the urban center to the suburbs, while the vegetation coverage235

gradually increases from the urban center to the suburbs [63],236

after normalization, the difference between nighttime light237

intensity and vegetation coverage shows a trend of gradually238

decreasing from the urban center to the suburbs [64]. The239

VANUI index of nighttime light data modified by NDVI is240

as follows:241

VANUI = (1− NVDI ) ∗ NTL (1)242

Although the light index NTL gradually decreased from243

the urban center to the suburbs, while the vegetation index244

NDVI gradually increased from the urban center to the sub-245

urbs, 1-NDVI changes the trend of NDVI to be the same as246

that of NTL and improves the spatial heterogeneity within247

urban area. Therefore, VANUI index could increase the DN248

value within urban area. Additionally, the DN value gradually249

decreases to the suburbs, which enhances the heterogeneity of250

inner urban space [65].251

It has been shown by related studies that from rural areas252

to urban centers, with the increase of distance, the increase253

of population density is not a single linear growth, but a254

nearly reverse change based on light intensity and vegetation255

index [66]. Therefore, considering the change of population256

density, this study proposes a composite index model CEANI257

to modify NTL index, whose formula is:258

CEANI = ek∗
2+(NTL−NDVI )
2−(NTL−NDVI ) ∗ NTL (2)259

Among them, NTL and NDVI are normalized data, and260

the value of NTL-NDVI ranges from −1 to 1, showing a261

gradual increasing trend from suburbs to urban centers.When 262

the value of NTL-NDVI is zero, this area is mostly the 263

transition zone between urban centers and suburbs. Taking 264

this transition zone as the critical point, the closer it is to 265

the urban center, the greater its saturation degree would be. 266

Therefore, it can be concluded that the distribution trend of 267

composite urban population density has higher modification 268

value for NTL data on the premise of reflecting urban spatial 269

heterogeneity. 270

2) MULTI-SCALE TRANSFORM DOMAIN FUSION ALGORITHM 271

Image fusion algorithms include data level image fusion, 272

feature level image fusion and decision level image fusion 273

[67], [68]. Among which, data level image fusion has become 274

one of the key directions of current image fusion study since 275

data level image fusion can not only retain as much origi- 276

nal data as possible but can provide subtle information that 277

other fusion methods cannot provide [69]. Data-level fusion 278

includes space domain algorithm and transform domain algo- 279

rithm, and wavelet transform is the most important method in 280

spatial domain transformation algorithm [70]. 281

Wavelet transform can achieve image fusion by scaling 282

and shrinking different images at different scales, so as to 283

extract the feature information of the image. The unique 284

time-frequency scaling window of wavelet transform can not 285

only retain the feature part of the image, but also reflect the 286

multiple features of different source data after fusion. Thus, 287

wavelet transform has more significant advantages in data 288

fusion [71]. The formula of wavelet transform is: 289

WT (α, τ ) = f (t)ϕ(t) =
1
√
α
f (t)

+∞∫
−∞

ϕ(
t − b
α

)dt (3) 290

where, f (t) is the signal vector, ϕ(t) is the wavelet function, 291

α controls the scaling of the wavelet function, τ controls the 292

translation of the wavelet function, and b is the parameter. 293

The main idea of Formula 3 is to perform translation τ 294

in the wavelet function firstly, and then do inner product 295

with the analysis signal f (t) at different scales α to achieve 296

multi-scale image fusion. In the actual fusion process, the 297

original images such as NTL data, POI data and BM data 298

are decomposed by wavelet to obtain a series of sub-images 299

of different high and low frequency bands, which can reflect 300

the local features of the image. Then, different high and 301

low frequency components are processed by different fusion 302

rules. Finally, the fused images can be obtained by inverse 303

wavelet transform. 304

3) IMAGE FEATURE EXTRACTION BASED ON U-NET 305

The identification of urban and rural spatial scope is 306

essentially the classification and extraction of urban and 307

rural spatial characteristics. On the other hand, deep learn- 308

ing has obvious advantages in image feature extraction, 309

firstly, the main feature and advantage of deep learning 310

is that it can greatly improve the interpretation of data 311

by learning the inherent laws and representation levels of 312
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sample data so as to achieve accurate extraction of image313

features [72]. Additionally, the high-efficiency algorithm314

replaces the previous manual calculation, which makes the315

extraction of image feature information simpler and more316

efficient [73], [74].317

As a method of deep learning, U-net is a segmentation318

network based on feature extraction evolved from the fully319

convolutional network (FCN). Compared with other neural320

networks, such as convolutional neural network (CNN) and321

FCN, U-net can solve the problems of less fuzzy segmenta-322

tion results and longer training time in jumping layer structure323

by transforming the input size of the image [75], [76]. Addi-324

tionally, U-net can not only reflect the global information of325

the image, but also reflect the details of the image, which326

makes it possible to greatly improve the accuracy of image327

features [77].328

The main idea of U-net extracting image features is to329

learn and train the sample data with urban and rural spatial330

characteristics respectively by using the officially published331

urban and rural spatial range data, then the index of each332

item can be obtained and the final training weights need to333

be saved, and finally the test data need to be read into the334

network for verification, so as to identify different images335

with the set network, and the urban and rural space of different336

images could be finally obtained.337

The main process of urban and rural spatial identification338

is shown in Figure 5.339

FIGURE 5. Framework of study methods.

The study ideas of this study are as follows :(1) perform340

desaturation onNTL data to obtain desaturatedNTL data, and341

then identify urban and rural areas through U-net. (2) The342

desaturated NTL data and POI data are fused at the data level343

by wavelet transform, and then the urban and rural areas are344

identified by U-net. (3) The desaturated NTL data, POI data345

and BM data are fused by wavelet transform, and then the346

urban and rural areas are identified by U-net. (4) The different347

urban and rural area identified by different data fusion are348

verified and compared, and the conclusion of this study could349

be got.350

FIGURE 6. NTL data modified by CEANI index.

III. STUDY RESULTS 351

A. URBAN-RURAL AREA OF ZHENGZHOU IDENTIFIED BY 352

DIFFERENT DATA 353

1) MODIFICATION OF NTL DATA 354

The NTL data modified by the CEANI index is shown 355

in Figure 6. From the comparison between Figure 6 and 356

Figure 2, it can be found that the oversaturation of NTL 357

data has been modified to a certain extent, and the internal 358

contour and spatial heterogeneity of the urban area have 359

been highlighted, especially in the main areas of population 360

activities with high nighttime light values such as in Jinshui 361

District, high-speed railway stations and university town. 362

2) URBAN-RURAL AREA OF ZHENGZHOU IDENTIFIED BY 363

NTL DATA 364

NTL data distinguish urban and rural space by light bright- 365

ness, that is, the areas with high light brightness are urban 366

areas, and the areas with low light brightness are rural areas, 367

which is also the main manifestation of urban-rural develop- 368

ment difference. By analyzing desaturated NTL data, it can 369

be found that the high NTL values are mainly concentrated in 370

Jinshui District, Zhengzhou railway station of Erqi District, 371

the college town of Zhongyuan District and the Zijingshan 372

trading area of Guancheng District, while the NTL values in 373

other districts are relatively lower such as Shangjie District 374

and Xingyang District. Therefore, it can be seen from the dis- 375

tribution of high and lowNTL values that there is a significant 376

spatial difference in the spatial development of Zhengzhou 377

urban-rural area. 378

In this study, U-net is used to extract image features and 379

the urban-rural area identified is shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 380

shows that the area identified by NTL data mainly has the 381

following features. First, the area of urban-rural space iden- 382

tified by NTL data is 512.69 and 1514.51 km2, respectively, 383

accounting for 25.29% and 74.71% of the whole urban-rural 384

area of Zhengzhou, we can find that the urban space identified 385

by NTL data is smaller than the rural area, accounting for 386

66.33% of the whole urban-rural area of Zhengzhou. Second, 387

the identified urban area is mainly concentrated in Erqi 388

District, Guancheng District, Zhongyuan District and Jinshui 389

District, while the identified rural area is mainly concentrated 390
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in Xingyang city and Xinzheng District, so we can see that391

the identified spatial distribution is similar with the spatial392

distribution of NTL high and low values. Third, from the393

perspective of identified urban areas, the uneven distribution394

of light brightness leads to the fragmentation of urban cluster395

patches to a certain extent, and some rural patches are also396

identified in urban areas. Additionally, the identification of397

urban-rural boundary is too complicated due to the irregular398

edge of nighttime lights and the excessive brightness of some399

roads. Generally, although the urban and rural area identified400

by NTL data is obvious, the urban cluster is scattered, the401

fragmentation of urban patches is more serious and the urban-402

rural boundary is too complex, which all call for subsequent403

studies to perfect the identification results.404

FIGURE 7. Urban-rural area of Zhengzhou identified by NTL data.

3) IDENTIFIED URBAN AREA OF ZHENGZHOU AFTER405

MODIFYING NTL DATA WITH POI DATA406

There is a deep connection between the distribution of POI407

data and development level of urban city; that is, the more408

concentrated the POI data are, the higher the development409

level will be. The number and spatial distribution of POI data410

in Zhengzhou are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows that411

POI is mainly distributed in the most areas of Erqi District,412

Zhongyuan District, Guancheng District and Jinshui District,413

as well as a small amount area of Shangjie District and414

some areas of Xingyang City. Compared with NTL data, the415

quantity and spatial distribution of POI data more directly416

reflects the difference between urban and rural areas.417

Wavelet transform is firstly used in this study to fuse418

POI data and NTL data and the fused image is shown in419

8.a, then this study uses U-net to extract the features of420

fused images and the identified urban-rural area is shown in421

Figure 8.b. Figure 8.b shows that the area identified after the422

fusion of POI data with NTL data mainly has the follow-423

ing features. First, the area of urban-rural space identified424

by NTL-POI data is 544.32 and 1482.97 km2, respectively,425

accounting for 26.85% and 73.15% of the whole urban-rural426

area of Zhengzhou, we can find that the urban space identified427

by NTL_POI data is bigger than that identified by NTL428

data, accounting for 70.41% of the whole urban-rural area429

of Zhengzhou. Second, although the urban area identified430

by NTL_POI data is mainly concentrated in Erqi District,431

FIGURE 8. Identified urban area of Zhengzhou after modifying NTL data
with POI data.

Guancheng District, Zhongyuan District and Jinshui District, 432

there are only single urban area clusters in both Xingyang city 433

and Xinzheng District. Third, from the perspective of identi- 434

fied urban areas, not only did the number of rural clusters 435

identified within urban clusters significantly decrease, but 436

also the degree of patch fragmentation and the complexity 437

of urban-rural boundaries also decreased. In general, the 438

results of urban-rural area identified by NTL_POI data are 439

significantly improved. 440

4) IDENTIFIED URBAN AREA OF ZHENGZHOU AFTER 441

MODIFYING NTL DATA WITH BM DATA 442

NTL data and POI data mainly use static factors to iden- 443

tify urban and rural area, which cannot reflect the dynamic 444

changes within urban and rural area.While, on the other hand, 445

BM data reflects the population change in a certain period, 446

which is more obvious in urban areas than in rural areas. 447

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the thermal high values are 448

concentrated in Erqi District, Zhongyuan District and Jinshui 449

District, while the thermal values are not obvious in other 450

regions. 451

In this study, BM data and NTL data are firstly fused 452

by wavelet transform and the fused image is shown in 9.a, 453

then the features of fused images are extracted by U-net, and 454

the identified urban and rural area is obtained as shown in 455

Figure 9.b. Figure 9.b shows that the area identified after 456

the fusion of POI data with BM data mainly has two fea- 457

tures. First, the area of urban-rural space identified by fused 458

BM_NTL data is 561.37 and 1465.83 km2, respectively, 459

accounting for 27.69% and 72.31% of the whole urban-rural 460

area of Zhengzhou, we can find that the urban space identified 461

by BM_NTL data is bigger than that identified by POI_NTL 462
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TABLE 1. Comparison of urban areas identified by different data.

FIGURE 9. Identified urban area of Zhengzhou after modifying NTL data
with BM data.

data,, accounting for 70.41% of the whole urban-rural area of463

Zhengzhou. Second, although the patches and boundaries of464

urban and rural areas identified by BM_NTL data are similar465

to those identified by POI_NTL data, patches of urban space466

identified by BM_NTL is obviously correlated with each467

other.468

B. COMPARATIVE VERIFICATION OF THE469

IDENTIFICATION RESULTS470

1) COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE471

IDENTIFICATION RESULTS472

It can be seen from Table 1 that the area of urban space473

identified by NTL data is 512.69 km2, accounting for474

25.29% of the whole urban area of Zhengzhou and for475

66.33% of Zhengzhou’s whole urban built-up area; while the476

area of urban space identified by the fused POI_NTL data is477

544.23 km2, accounting for 26.85% of the whole urban area478

of Zhengzhou and for 70.41% of Zhengzhou’s whole urban479

built-up area; and the area of urban space identified by the480

fused BM_NTL data is 561.37 km2, accounting for 27.69%481

of the whole urban area of Zhengzhou and for 72.63% of482

Zhengzhou’s whole urban built-up area. Therefore, it can be 483

concluded that from the area of the identified urban space, 484

although the area identified by the fused BM_NTL data is 485

the largest, the improvement of BM_NTL data on urban area 486

identification results is not as obvious as POI_NTL data. 487

From the identification results of NTL data, POI data 488

and BM data, there is a high degree of similarity in macro 489

geographical space among these three data, they also directly 490

reflect the urban internal spatial structure, which helps to 491

distinguish urban and rural space more obvious., Secondly, 492

from the urban center to the edge of the city and even to 493

the rural areas, the values of the three kinds of data all 494

show a declining trend. Additionally, the results of the urban 495

and rural area identified by POI_NTL data is similar to that 496

identified by BM_NTL data. In general, different data can 497

accurately identify the urban internal spatial structure. 498

By comparing the urban and rural areas identified by dif- 499

ferent data (Figure 10), it can be found that since theNTL data 500

only has the unique attribute of nighttime light brightness, the 501

NTL data identifies the area with high light value as urban 502

area, identifies the area with low light value or no light as 503

rural area, which will cause errors in the identification results 504

to a certain extent. Specifically, on the one hand, only a small 505

amount of light is generated in residential and commercial 506

areas inside the city at night, resulting in obvious light holes 507

in urban space. While these light holes are often identified as 508

rural space byNTL data. On the other hand, as NTL data often 509

show discontinuity in areas with rapid decline in light value, 510

that is, there is a great difference in light value change at 511

the urban-rural edge, which makes the urban-rural boundary 512

identified by NTL data more complicated and inconsistent 513

with the actual situation of urban-rural spatial development. 514

Additionally, in the process of identifying urban and rural 515

area, the level of NTL value cannot reflect the possible con- 516

nection between urban and rural areas, especially the mutual 517

flow of population. 518

After the fusion of POI data, the fused POI_NTL data fur- 519

ther comprehensively analyzes the concentration of POI num- 520

ber in the process of identifying urban-rural area rather than 521

only considering the nighttime light brightness. Figure 10 522

shows that the fused POI_NTL data has the following two 523

characteristics: First, the number of interlacing rural patches 524

is decreasing, that is, the overall patch fragmentation is 525

improving. The reason is that POI data are also widely 526

distributed in some areas with weak light at night, which 527

weakens the impact caused by light holes. Secondly, near the 528

main road connecting urban and rural area, due to the needs 529
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FIGURE 10. Comparative analysis before and after data fusion.

of urban development, although these places will generate530

strong light brightness at night, which will form a high con-531

centration of NTL value around the road, there is almost no532

distribution of POI data next to the road, which reduces the533

complexity of the identified urban-rural boundary. In short,534

essentially speaking, the fused POI_NTL data is still a static535

element, which needs to supplement the mutual flow of536

dynamic elements within urban-rural area.537

While the fused BM_NTL data combines the population538

change with the original light attribute of NTL data, which539

makes the identified urban area take light intensity and area540

population change into account at the same time. For exam-541

ple, although there is high light intensity in industrial and542

business office areas, the population flow is relatively small.543

From the identified urban spatial patches and urban-rural544

boundaries, there is no significant difference in the identi-545

fication results between the fused POI_NTL data and the546

fused BM_NTL data. The reason is that both data correct the547

misjudgment of single NTL data to a certain extent. Although548

POI data is through the quantitative difference of urban and549

rural infrastructure, BM data is through the population mobil-550

ity in urban and rural areas. By further analysis of urban and551

rural patches identified by different data, it can be found that 552

the number of urban spatial clusters identified by NTL data 553

is the largest, and the existence of each cluster is relatively 554

isolated, although the number of urban patches identified by 555

the fused POI_NTL data is significantly reduced, there is 556

no connection between each patch. While the urban patches 557

identified by the fused BM_NTL data are obviously con- 558

nected by a linear space. The reason is that the population 559

flow in the regional area is often connected, and such vir- 560

tual connection in geographical space is identified as urban 561

area. 562

In general, although NTL data, POI data and BM data 563

all can represent urban spatial structure, different data play 564

different roles. The advantage of NTL data is to distinguish 565

urban and rural areas through the difference of light bright- 566

ness, but the difference of light brightness will have an impact 567

in turn on the identification results.While the fused POI_NTL 568

data and the fused BM_NTL data not only consider the 569

level of urban development but also take into account the 570

actual conditions of different cities including infrastructure 571

distribution and population flow, which greatly modify NTL 572

data and make the urban and rural areas better identified. 573
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TABLE 2. Verification results of confusion matrix.

2) PRECISION VERIFICATION OF IDENTIFICATION RESULTS574

Since the changing state of urban and rural area, it is very575

complicated to verify the identification results, traditional576

verification methods such as urban built-up areas cannot577

accurately verify urban-rural area. Therefore, this study using578

two kinds of data to verify the identification results. The579

first data is population spatial distribution data, since there is580

a significant difference between urban and rural population581

density, this data can be used to verify the identification582

result. The population spatial distribution data used in this583

study are derived from the spatial grid distribution of China’s584

resident population at the end of 2020. Second data is ran-585

dom pixels. A total of 2000 random pixels in Zhengzhou586

are selected to verify the urban-rural area identified in this587

study, of which 1000 pixels are training data and 1000 pixels588

are verification data. After conducting field visits with the589

help of Google Earth high-resolution image data, all 2000590

pixels are verified to be located within the urban-rural area591

of Zhengzhou. The confusion matrix obtained according to592

the verification results is shown in Table 2. The precision593

in Table 2 is the proportion of all the pixels that have been594

successfully verified. While the kappa coefficient is used to595

verify classification precision to further track consistency, the596

possible values of the kappa coefficient range from −1 to 1;597

the closer the value is to 1, the better the extraction will be.598

As can be seen from Table 2, the results of random pixel599

verification points and population spatial distribution data600

test are roughly similar, indicating that this study has high601

credibility. Additionally, as seen from Table 2, the precision602

of the urban-rural area identified byNTL data, POI_NTL data603

and BM_NTL data are 84.32%, 95.02% and 93.47%, with604

kappa coefficients of 0.6952, 0.8013 and 0.8259, respectively.605

It can be concluded that although the identification precision606

obtained by the fused POI_NTL data and BM_NTL data have607

an edge over that obtained by the single-source NTL data, the608

accuracy difference is not obvious.609

IV. DISCUSSION610

In this study, the characteristics of NTL data, POI data and611

BM data within urban-rural area are analyzed first, and then612

the advantages and disadvantages of identifying urban-rural 613

areas by NTL data are used for reference to fuse POI data 614

and BM data to improve identification accuracy after data 615

fusion by using deep learning method. After competitive 616

analysis of the urban-rural area identified by NTL data with 617

that identified by the fused POI_NTL data as well as by the 618

fused BM_NTL data, it can be concluded that compared with 619

identifying the urban-rural area by single-source data, the 620

result identified by data fusion is superior. 621

Although NTL data are one of the commonly used types of 622

data in urban-related studies, the deficiency of NTL data leads 623

to large errors in the study results of urban-rural identification 624

[78]. Moreover, there is light overflow and oversaturation 625

in NTL data. Therefore, researchers began to try to fuse 626

urban big data to improve the accuracy of NTL data in urban 627

space on the basis of considering the strong spatial corre- 628

lation between big data and NTL data in urban space [79]. 629

Among which, it is more common to fuse POI data with NTL 630

data to extract urban built-up areas and to delineate urban 631

agglomeration boundaries, etc. The accuracy of some studies 632

even reaches more than 95%, indicating the high accuracy 633

of data fusion in urban-related studies and making a great 634

contribution to the study of data fusion [80], [81]. On the basis 635

of referring to relevant studies, this study verifies the previ- 636

ous conclusions through case analysis. Although the highest 637

accuracy achieved in this study is 95.02%, which is close 638

with the highest accuracy of other studies [82], then this study 639

further compares and analyzes the fusion of different big data 640

with NTL data. The results show that unlike other results 641

obtained by other studies (the more data used, the higher 642

the accuracy of the results will be), there is no significant 643

difference in big data’s modification on NTL data in this 644

study, which indicates that while big data modifies NTL data, 645

NTL data also modifies the two kinds of big data, so the final 646

difference is not obvious. 647

The traditional identification and extraction of urban-rural 648

areasmainly depends on the subjectivewill of the government 649

or the use of socioeconomic and statistical data [83]. The 650

extensive application of remote sensing data represented by 651

NTL hasmade the identification of urban-rural area gradually 652
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move toward quantitative analysis. However, NTL data can653

only judge whether a certain area is an urban area simply by654

capturing the nighttime light brightness generated by urban655

infrastructure, which ignores the actual social development656

of urban space. This study fuses POI data that can represent657

the development of urban functions with NTL data and fuses658

BM data that can represent the population flow within urban659

area by using wavelet transform algorithm, and the rural and660

urban areas are identified by U-net of deep learning, which661

comprehensively considers the relationship between urban662

infrastructure and population flow, making the related studies663

of data fusion and deep learning play a greater advantage in664

the application of urban and rural spatial identification.665

However, there is no doubt that there are some limitations666

in this study, which are mainly reflected in the fact that the667

development and change of urban areas are dynamic, and668

the scope of urban-rural areas will change dramatically with669

the development of the city. Therefore, to better identify670

urban-rural area and better serve urban planning and con-671

struction, it is necessary to identify the scope of urban-rural672

area in different periods of time to analyze the relationship673

between the spatial changes and urban development and fur-674

ther propose better strategies and plans conducive to urban675

development. Additionally, although this study fuses different676

big data and analyzes the differences of the identified urban677

and rural areas after data fusion, big data itself also has certain678

shortcomings, so the shortcomings of different data should679

be considered in the next study to minimize the error of data680

fusion.681

V. CONCLUSION682

Accurate identification of urban and rural area is an impor-683

tant prerequisite for judging the urbanization process and684

analyzing the relationship between urban and rural areas.685

Combining with the spatial characteristics of NTL data, POI686

data and BM data, this study fuses POI data and BM data687

respectively with NTL data on the identification of urban-688

rural area by using wavelet transform, then the characteristic689

of urban and rural areas are identified by using deep learning690

method. The highest identification accuracy obtained byNTL691

data is 84.32%, and the kappa coefficient is 0.6952. The692

highest identification accuracy of POI_NTL data is 95.02%,693

the Kappa coefficient is 0.8013, and that of BM_NTL data694

is 93.47%. Kappa coefficient is 0.8059. It can be concluded695

that after data fusion, urban infrastructure distribution and696

population flow are taken into comprehensive consideration,697

which effectively eliminates the error caused by single light698

brightness to the results and significantly improves the iden-699

tification results. However, there is little difference between700

the results identified by the fused POI_NTL data and the701

BM_NTL data, which is mainly caused by the noise of big702

data itself.703

In general, this study effectively modifies NTL data with704

urban big data, and explores a feasible method for identifying705

urban and rural area. The accurate Identification of urban and706

rural area is conducive to judging the differences between707

urban and rural development, putting forward differentiated 708

development strategies for urban and rural development, and 709

promoting harmonious development between urban and rural 710

areas. 711
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